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NOTICES
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA GAZETTE OF
INTERNATIONAL MARKS
REGISTRATIONS

(580) Date of notification
13.09.2012
1156166

Note: Any person within three months from the date
of appearance of this advertisement in the “Antigua and
Barbuda Official Gazette” may give notice in duplicate
at the Trade Marks Office, Antigua, of opposition to
registration of the said Trade Mark.
1126550
(151) Date of the registration
20.06.2012
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
20.06.2022
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Barry Callebaut AG
Westpark,
Pfingstweidstrasse 60
CH-8005 Zürich (CH (Switzerland))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Aktiengesellschaft, Suisse
(740) Name and address of the representative
Meissner, Bolte & Partner,
Anwaltssozietät GbR
Hollerallee 73
28209 Bremen (DE (Germany))

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(526) Disclaimer
“CACAO”
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10)

(151) Date of the registration
04.02.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
04.02.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
FERRARI MASSIMILIANO
Via Pasini, 6
I-20100 MILANO (MI) (IT (Italy))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
(841) State of which the holder is a national
IT (Italy)
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
NORIS RAFFAELE
Via Francesco Nullo, 1
I-24100 BERGAMO (BG) (IT (Italy))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
(841) State of which the holder is a national
IT (Italy)
(750) Address for correspondence
FERRARI MASSIMILIANO
Via Pasini, 6
I-20100 MILANO (MI) (IT (Italy))
(740) Name and address of the representative
Stefano COLOMBO
c/o MARCHI & PARTNERS S.r.l.
Via Pirelli, 19
I-20124 MILANO (IT (Italy))

29
Jams and fillings made from fruit, particularly jams
and fillings made from fruit resistant to baking or
boiling; prepared nuts; preparations for food containing prepared nuts; nut paste; nut-based fillings,
particularly nut-base fillings resistant to baking or
boiling.
(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland), 20.12.2011, 628831.

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
25.07; 26.04; 27.05; 27.07; 29.01.
(550) Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
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(591) Information concerning colors claimed
Blue, red and white.
(571) Description of mark
The trademark consists of a blue-coloured script "MC2"
put inside a rectangle split in three parts; the first one contains in the background a chessboard with red and white
small squares on which there are letters "MC", the second
one contains digit "2" and the third one, underneath the
other two, contains the wording "SAINT BARTH".
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)

393

(571) Description of mark
The mark consists of a stylized shield within which is a
stylized eagle standing on a branch with leaves, and a
crown above its head
(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
03.07; 24.09; 25.01.
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
33

25
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
(580) Date of notification
25.04.2013
1169630
(151) Date of the registration
17.06.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
17.06.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
G.H. MUMM & Cie,
Société Vinicole de Champagne,
Successeur
29 rue du Champ de Mars
F-51100 REIMS (FR (France))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
FR (France)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Société Anonyme, France
(740) Name and address of the representative
MARTELL MUMM PERRIER JOUËT Direction Juridique
Centre d'Affaires Paris-Trocadéro
112 avenue Kléber
F-75016 PARIS (FR (France))

Alcoholic beverages, except beers; ciders; digesters
(liqueurs and spirits); spirits; wines; sparkling
wines; AOC wines protected by the appellation of
origin "Champagne".
(822) Basic registration
FR (France), 12.04.2013, 12 3 970 761.
(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
FR (France), 21.12.2012, 12 3 970 761.
(580) Date of notification
08.08.2013
1175975
(151) Date of the registration
02.05.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.05.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
GIANVITO ROSSI S.R.L.
UNIPERSONALE
Via Gramsci, 9
I-47030 SAN MAURO PASCOLI (FC) (IT (Italy))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, Italy
(740) Name and address of the representative
INTERPATENT S.R.L.
Via Caboto, 35
I-10129 TORINO (IT (Italy))
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(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.

precious stones, horological and chronometric instruments, rings (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)), cufflinks, bracelets (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)), watch
bracelets (bands), necklaces (jewellery, jewelry
(Am.)), earrings, hat ornaments of precious metal,
trunks (luggage), vanity cases, not fitted, suit bags,
hiking bags, travelling sets (leatherware), shopping
bags, shoe bags, school satchels, key cases, umbrellas, wallets, pouch baby carriers, purses, leather
briefcases, footwear, gloves, belts.

(550) Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
(526) Disclaimer
“MILANO”
(571) Description of mark
The mark consist of the wording Gianvito Rossi MILANO
in fancy characters.
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
03
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; eau de Cologne (cologne water);
cosmetic creams; sachets for perfuming linen; air
fragrancing preparations; talcum powder, for toilet
use.
09
Spectacle cases; pince-nez chains; spectacle lenses;
spectacle frames; sunglasses; goggles for sports;
spectacles (optics).
14
Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals and their alloys or coated therewith,
not included in other classes; jewellery, precious
stones; horological and chronometric instruments;
rings (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)); cuff links; bracelets (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)); watch bracelets
(bands); necklaces (jewellery, jewelry (Am.)); earrings; hat ornaments of precious metal.
18
Trunks (luggage); vanity cases, not fitted; suit bags;
hiking bags; travelling sets (leather-ware); shopping
bags; shoe bags; school satchels; key cases; umbrellas; wallets; pouch baby carriers; purses; leather
briefcases.
25
Footwear; gloves; belts.
35
Wholesale, retailing and online sale of soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, eau de cologne (cologne water), cosmetic
creams, sachets for perfuming linen, air fragrancing
preparations, talcum powder, for toilet use, spectacle cases, pince-nez chains, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames, sunglasses, goggles for sports, spectacles (optics), precious metals and their alloys and
goods in precious metals and their alloys or coated
therewith, not included in other classes, jewellery,
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(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
IT (Italy), 05.04.2013, TO2013C001058.
(580) Date of notification
03.10.2013
1180440
(151) Date of the registration
22.08.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
22.08.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Omega SA (Omega AG) (Omega Ltd.)
Jakob-Stämpfli-Strasse 96
CH-2502 Biel/Bienne (CH (Switzerland))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Société anonyme (SA), Suisse
(740) Name and address of the representative
(The Swatch Group SA)
(The Swatch Group AG)
(The Swatch Group Ltd.)
Faubourg du Lac 6
CH-2501 Biel/Bienne (CH (Switzerland))

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
06
Common metals and alloys thereof.
14
Timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely
chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches,
wristwatches, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as
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parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods,
namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch
cases, watch bands, watch faces, clockworks,
movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch
glasses, watch chains, presentation cases for timepieces, cases for timepieces.

Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils,
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; perfumes, eau de
parfum, eau de Cologne, toilet water, after shave
creams, after shave lotions, shaving lotions, shaving
creams and foams, shampoos, hair conditioners,
beauty masks, cold creams, hand creams, body and
facial creams, deodorants for personal use, antiperspirants for personal use, skin cleansers, soaps for
personal use, toilet soaps, bath soaps, bath and
shower foams, bath and shower gels, body oils, body
lotions, skin lotions.

(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland), 25.04.2013, 643621.
(580) Date of notification
07.11.2013
1160226
(151) Date of the registration
06.03.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.03.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO S.p.A.
Via dei Tornabuoni, 2
FIRENZE (FI) (IT (Italy))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
IT (Italy)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Joint Stock Company, Italy
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(891) Date of subsequent designation
13.08.2013
(580) Date of notification
05.12.2013
1185816
(151) Date of the registration
20.11.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
20.11.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
(811) Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

(740) Name and address of the representative
Società Italiana Brevetti S.p.A.
Corso dei Tintori, 25
I-50122 Firenze (IT (Italy))

(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States

(566) Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO MISS ELEGANCE.

(740) Name and address of the representative
Jason A. Cody
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(566) Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO MISS ELEGANCE.
(526) Disclaimer
“MISS ELEGANCE”
(511) International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) - NCL(10-2013)
03

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(526) Disclaimer
“AIR”
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
09
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Handheld mobile digital electronic device comprising a tablet computer, electronic book and periodical reader, digital audio and video player, camera,
electronic personal organizer, personal digital assistant, electronic calendar, and mapping and global
positioning system (GPS) device, and capable of
providing access to the Internet and sending, receiving, and storing messages and other data.

loadable from global computer information networks; communication software; telecommunication software; telephony software; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction
of sound, images or data, and software for use in
relation thereto; software for communication apparatus and instruments; software that provides customers with access to and use of global wireless
communication and computer networks via computers, portable computers, personal computers and
other wireless devices, cellular phones or handheld
and personal digital assistants; software and apparatus featuring voice over Internet protocol (VOIP)
technology; software that enables the location of
wireless communication networks and computer
networks; software incorporating address book
management systems and contact management systems; electrical and electronic accessories and peripheral equipment designed for use with telecommunications and communications apparatus, computers, portable computers, personal computers and
other wireless devices, cellular phones or handheld
and personal digital assistants, and with computer
networks; dongles; software for secure data storage
and retrieval and transmission of confidential customer information used by individuals, companies
and financial institutions; hardware and software
used to identify subscribers on telecommunications
apparatus and SIM cards; caller display software;
caller identification software; payment cards including cards containing an integrated circuit chip
("smartcards"); SIM cards; radio frequency identification devices (transponders); media for storage
and/or reproduction of sound and/or visual images;
interactive and multi-media software; electronic
media apparatus; mousepads and other computer
accessories; software featuring voice over Internet
protocol (VOIP) technology.

(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica), 20.08.2013, 63225.
(580) Date of notification
19.12.2013
1185847
(151) Date of the registration
25.03.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
25.03.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Truphone Limited
4 Royal Mint Court
London EC3N 4HJ (GB (United Kingdom))
(813) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
GB (United Kingdom)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited Company, United Kingdom (England and Wales)
(740) Name and address of the representative
Boult Wade Tennant
Verulam Gardens,
70 Gray's Inn Road
London WC1X 8BT (GB (United Kingdom))

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
09
Telecommunications, telephonic and communications apparatus and instruments; mobile and fixed
telephones; digital telecommunications apparatus;
computer software; computer software down-
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38
Telecommunications; telecommunications services; communications; communications services;
providing access to telecommunications networks
via wireless communications and computer networks; operation of telecommunications systems;
operation of telecommunications systems featuring
voice over Internet protocol (VOIP) technology;
operation of telecommunications systems featuring
Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM); operation of telecommunications systems
featuring Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA);
communications services, namely, telephone, mobile telephone, message collection and transmission, call diversion, and electronic mail services;
transmission, delivery and reception of sound, data,
images, music and information; personal numbering services (telephony); call recording services;
operation of telecommunication systems featuring
multiple mobile subscriber identity module technology; providing telecommunications connections to
computer databases, the Internet or other electronic
networks; providing user access to the Internet;
providing access to databases including through
wireless networks; delivery of audio, video and data
by telecommunications; leasing of access time to a
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computer database via a dedicated line; provision of
advice and information in relation to communications and communication technologies.
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CH (Switzerland), 16.07.2013, 650005.
(580) Date of notification
26.12.2013

(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
GB (United Kingdom), 04.10.2012, 2637113.

1142321

(580) Date of notification
19.12.2013

(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
12.11.2022

1187041

(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
NOVARTIS AG
Basel (CH (Switzerland))

(151) Date of the registration
29.11.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
29.11.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
CARTIER INTERNATIONAL AG
Hinterbergstrasse 22,
Postfach 61
CH-6312 Steinhausen (CH (Switzerland))

(151) Date of the registration
12.11.2012

(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)

(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Aktiengesellschaft (AG), Suisse
(740) Name and address of the representative
RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA
Département Propriété Intellectuelle,
50, chemin de la Chênaie,
CP 30
CH-1293 Bellevue (CH (Switzerland))

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
14
Jewelry; jewelry products; precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; pearls; cuff links; tie
clips; rings; bracelets; earrings; necklaces;
brooches; charms; key rings of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches;
chronometers; wall clocks; small clocks; watch
straps; cases or presentation cases for timepieces.
(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin

(550) Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) - VCL(6)
01.15.05 ; 26.11.03 ; 26.11.06 ; 26.11.13
(511) International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) - NCL(10)
05
Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and
treatment of diseases and disorders of the nervous
system, the immune system, the cardio-vascular system, the metabolic system, the endocrine system, the
respiratory system, the musculo-skeletal system and
the genitourinary system; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for use
in dermatology, oncology, hematology and in tissue
and organ transplantation, in ophthalmology and for
gastroenterological disorders, pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of ocular
disorders and diseases; pharmaceutical preparations
for the prevention and treatment of cancer and tumors; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of allergies; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of diseases
and disorders caused by bacteria, autoimmune diseases and disorders, kidney diseases and disorders,
diabetes; antifungal, anti-infective, antiviral preparations and antibiotics.
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05
Medical apparatus and instruments.

(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH, 02.08.2012, 636225

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations.
42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto.
44

(891) Date of subsequent designation
29.11.2013
(580) Date of notification
26.12.2013
1187454
(151) Date of the registration
07.11.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.11.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Limited Liability Company "NEARMEDIC PHARMA"
ul. Koroleva, 4, office 402
RU-249030 Obninsk, Kaluzhskaya oblast (RU (Russian
Federation))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, RU
(740) Name and address of the representative
Law firm "Gorodissky & Partners" Ltd.
25, str. 3, ulitsa Bolshaya Spasskaya
RU-129010 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
01.13; 29.01.

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and
beauty care for human beings or animals.
(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 08.05.2013, 2013715696.
(580) Date of notification
02.01.2014
1188038
(151) Date of the registration
07.11.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.11.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Limited Liability Company "NEARMEDIC PHARMA"
ul. Koroleva, 4, office 402
RU-249030 Obninsk, Kaluzhskaya oblast (RU (Russian
Federation))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited liability company, RU
(740) Name and address of the representative
Law firm "Gorodissky & Partners" Ltd
25, bldg. 3, B.Spasskaya Str.
RU-129090 Moscow (RU (Russian Federation))

(526) Disclaimer
“PHARMA”

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
01.13; 29.01.

(591) Information concerning colors claimed
Red-brown.

(526) Disclaimer
“PHARMA”

(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)

(591) Information concerning colors claimed
Red-brown.

01
Chemicals used in industry, science.

(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
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01
Chemicals used in industry, science.
05
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations.
42
Scientific and technological services and research
and design relating thereto.
44
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and
beauty care for human beings or animals.
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Financial analysis; lease-purchase financing; savings bank services; capital investment; financial information; clearing, financial; financial consultancy; stock exchange quotations; brokerage; financial management; exchanging money; debit card
services; credit card services; Internet banking; factoring; financial evaluation [insurance, banking,
real estate]; electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; loans [financing]; financial sponsorship; banking; mutual funds; financing
services; safe deposit services; deposits of valuables; fiscal assessments.

(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
RU (Russian Federation), 08.05.2013, 2013715648.

(580) Date of notification
06.03.2014

(580) Date of notification
02.01.2014

(151) Date of the registration
06.12.2013

1193922

(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.12.2023

(151) Date of the registration
09.09.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
09.09.2023
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
COMPANY FOREX CLUB LTD.
Apartment N° 3,
Beau Bios,
Castle Comfort
Roseau (DM (Dominica))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
RU (Russian Federation)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, DM

1194530

(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Société Luxembourgeoise
de Droits Intellectuels
(SOLUDRIN) SA
2C, Porte de France
L-4360 Esch-sur-Alzette (LU (Luxembourg))
(811) Contracting State of which the holder is a national
LU (Luxembourg)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
SA, LUXEMBOURG
(740) Name and address of the representative
PRONOVEM MARKS SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME
Avenue Josse Goffin, 158
B-1082 Bruxelles (BE (Belgium))

(740) Name and address of the representative
Pyjev Nikolai Sergeevitch
kv. 243, k.2,
7, ul. Generala Tyouleneva
RU-117465 MOSKVA (RU (Russian Federation))

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
36

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.13; 27.05.
(526) Disclaimer
“BELGIAN WAFFLES & ICE CREAM”
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
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Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
29
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy
products; edible oils and fats.

(541) Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)

30

05
Coffee, tea, cocoa and coffee substitutes; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices;
sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt;
mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
for refreshment.
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Pharmaceutical preparations include preparation for
the treatment of hemophilia, cardiovascular diseases, pulmonary hypertension and cancer
(580) Date of notification
20.03.2014
1196449

Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; beverages based on fruit and
fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

(151) Date of the registration
09.08.2013
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
09.08.2023

43
Services for providing food and drink; temporary
accommodation.
(580) Date of notification
13.03.2014
1195783
(151) Date of the registration
22.01.2014
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
22.01.2024
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10
40789 Monheim am Rhein (DE (Germany))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Company with Limited Liability, Germany
(750) Address for correspondence
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH,
Global Trademark Center,
BIP-IPO-GTC,
Creative Campus Monheim
Bldg. 4865,
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10
40789 Monheim am Rhein (DE (Germany))

(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9
30165 Hannover (DE (Germany))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, Germany
(740) Name and address of the representative
Florian Schleifer
Continental AG, Intellectual Property
Postfach 169
30001 Hannover (DE (Germany))

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
03.03; 27.05.
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)
01
Chemicals used in industry, science, photography,
agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire-
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extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; tanning substances; adhesives
used in industry; rubber solvents; synthetic materials for absorbing oils; vulcanization accelerators;
vulcanizing preparations; photosensitive plates for
printing purposes; sensitized offset-printing plates;
brake fluid.

ribbed belts, variator belts, timing belts, synchronous belts, nubbed belts, double-sided timing belts,
flat belts, lift belts (machine components), conveyor
belts; machine components, such as springs, shock
absorber pistons, vibration dampers; molded parts
made from rubber and rubber-metal bondings for
vibration control as far as included in this class; engine mounts; hydraulic mounts, torsional vibration
dampers; actuators; all of the aforementioned goods
exclusive of aerospace vehicle power plants, aerospace vehicle piston engines, aerospace vehicle turbine engines and parts and controls therefor; valves
(machine components); conveyor belts, belt conveyors, parts and accessories for conveyor belts and
belt conveyors; passenger conveyors not included
in other classes; (compressed air) spray guns for water, oil, gas, paint and other gaseous or liquid substances; metal fittings (accessories for spray guns or
sprayers); mechanical vehicle jacks; lawn mowers
(machines); agricultural implements, other than
hand operated; automatic distribution machines.

04
Industrial oil and grease; lubricants; dust absorbing,
wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including
engine fuel) and illuminants; grease for motor vehicles; brake paste.
06
Common metals and their alloys; metal building
materials; transportable constructions of metal;
metal building materials for railway tracks; metal
cables and wires (not for electrical purposes); ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; metal
pipes and flexible tubings; metal hose and pipe connectors; metal manifolds, couplings and adapters;
metal hose and pipe couplings, fittings as far as included in this class; metal pipes and tubes for ventilation and air-conditioning systems; metal molds;
metal goods as far as included in this class.

08
Hand tools for installing, repairing and mounting
drive belts; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms; razors; repair hand tools for motor vehicles; hand
tools for installing, testing and checking vehicle
brake, fuel feed and injection systems; hand-operated syringes for water, oil, paint, gas and other gaseous or liquid substances; hand-operated spray
guns; sprayers; metal fittings (accessories for spray
guns or sprayers).

07
Metal, wood, rubber and plastics working machines, for the manufacture, repair and disassembly
of land and sea vehicles, for the chemical industry,
agriculture, mining, textile, food and beverage, construction and packaging industry; machine tools;
printing machines; printing frames, printing plates;
machines used in the manufacture of printing plates;
printing plates [not light-sensitive]; pressure casting
molds [machine; components]; lithographic printing plates for printing machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles); components for motors and engines of all
types, including electric motors and their components (except for land vehicles and aerospace vehicles); control units for motors and engines (except
for aerospace vehicles); electric starters for motors
and engines (except for aerospace vehicles); motor
driven electric generators (except for aerospace vehicles); main cylinders; electric motors (except for
land vehicles and aerospace vehicles) and pumps
(machines); engine actuators (throttle valves, idle
governors, linear actuators, air control valves, air
flap actuators, exhaust gas recirculation valves) (except for aerospace vehicles); injection valves, injection nozzles for engines (except for aerospace vehicle engines); fuel pumps; fuel injection systems;
spark plugs for combustion engines (except for aerospace vehicle engines); glow plugs for diesel engines (except for aerospace vehicle engines); ignition coils; air filters for engines; catalytic converters; chargers [turbochargers]; turbocompressors;
control units for machines; controlled adjusting devices for vehicle parts such as vehicle seats, windows, mirrors, sliding roofs, throttle valves, camshafts; machine coupling and transmission components, including shift clutches (except for land vehicles); drive belts, transmission belts, V-belts, V-
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09
Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving
and teaching apparatus and instruments as far as included in this class; measuring devices and instruments (except for aerospace vehicles); electric control and regulating systems (except for aerospace
vehicles) including their processors and sensors for
the steering and controlling of vehicles, for improved driving safety, driving stability, suspension
quality and noise reduction; electric control and regulating systems (except for aerospace vehicles) including their processors and sensors for regulation
and control of brakes, accelerator pedals, transmissions, chassis and exhaust gases; voltage regulators
for vehicles; automatic control systems for vehicles
(except for aerospace vehicles); electrical and electrohydraulic power steering (except for aerospace
vehicles); ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters, manometers, thermometers, tachometers (except for
aerospace vehicles); compasses, acidimeters, spirit
levels, scales; thermostats (except for aerospace vehicles); engine management and/or idle speed control devices (except for aerospace vehicles), data
management devices, data processing devices;
measuring, warning and display devices and instruments for distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure, fill level, fluid supply (particularly fuel and
washer fluid supply), altitude, coolant temperature,
charge pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil
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level, oil pressure, position, rudder position, temperature, travel, travel distance, wind and water
depth (all of the aforesaid except for aerospace vehicles); distance warning and controlling devices
and display instruments (except for aerospace vehicles); radar devices (except for aerospace vehicles);
rearview monitoring equipment; automatic parking
assistant systems; optical, acoustic and haptic
drowsiness and speed warning devices and display
instruments; tire pressure gauge, tire inflating
equipment; service indicator, wear indicator, consumption measurement device, maintenance indicator, workshop testing equipment; time recording
unit; accident data recorder, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and monitoring electricity (except
for aerospace vehicles); electrical fuses, electrical
relays, transponders, sensors, electric actuators (as
far as included in this class); detectors (except for
aerospace vehicles); pressure switches; controllers;
brake fluid testers; diagnostic apparatus (not for
medical purposes); monitoring and diagnostic apparatus and devices and systems made thereof for vehicle engines and power trains (except for aerospace
vehicles); warning lamps for vehicles; magnetic
valves; lasers, not for medical purposes; electric
batteries and their components, rechargeable batteries and their components, solar batteries; fuel cells
and their components, chargers for electric batteries; alarm equipment; burglar alarms, burglary detection equipment; electrical opening and closing
devices for motor vehicles, including control units,
controls and electric motors; central locking systems; electronic immobilizers for motor vehicles;
remote control devices; remote operation systems
for central locking systems; position finding, course
tracking and traffic routing devices (except for aerospace vehicles); navigation instruments; navigation devices for vehicles; GPS devices (except for
aerospace vehicles); electric/electronic controllers
for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; data processing devices, computers
including electronic calendars, fax machines, monitors, computer peripheral devices, calculators,
computer programs and software, recorded; electrical, electronic, opto-electronic and mechanical analog and digital display devices and instruments (except for aerospace vehicles); image transmission
and reproduction devices; electrical or electronic
display devices; display equipment, display modules, display elements, display panels, displays,
monitors, screens, LCDs, devices with LCDs, flat
screens, video screens and monitors; touch screens;
devices for recording, receiving, transmitting and
reproducing analog and/or digital signals, as well as
images and sound, antennae, radios, television apparatus, telephones including video telephones;
hands-free equipment for telephones; rescue equipment, namely life-saving rafts, fire escapes, safety
nets, safety tarpaulins, life belts, life buoys, life
jackets, fire extinguishing equipment; contact
lenses, spectacles, spectacle cases, binoculars, magnifying glasses, sunglasses, vehicle breakdown
warning triangles for vehicles; projectors; film cam-
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eras; cameras [photography]; photocopiers; electronic translators; electronic pocket translators; exposed film, magnetic, electronic and optical recording media, with the exception of non-exposed film;
recording disks including magnetic cards; cards
with integrated circuitry (smart cards); telephone
cards; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus including cash machines; cash registers, computing
machines; photovoltaic elements; photo cells; presence monitoring devices.
11
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating,
cooking, refrigerating, drying, blowing, ventilation,
air-conditioning and water supply and sanitary purposes; attachments for water supply equipment for
adjusting and changing the water flow volume; end
pieces for water supply equipment; heating and airconditioning systems for vehicles; fans and ventilation modules for vehicles; vehicle headlights; bicycle lights; vehicle tail lamps; heating, cooling, airconditioning and ventilation systems in vehicles.
12
Vehicles for transportation on land and/or on water;
parts and accessories for vehicles for transportation
on land and/or on water as far as included in this
class; combination display instruments, land vehicle cockpits, instrument panels, center consoles;
tires, inner tubes for tires, wheels, wheel rims,
treads for the retreading of tires, hub caps, rim
strips, repair outfits for tires, treads and kits for repairing tires and inner tubes not included in other
classes; valves for vehicle tires; chassis and parts
thereof included in this class; controlled and noncontrolled chassis and suspensions; electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and
mechanical brakes for vehicles; parts and accessories for electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical,
electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; brake cylinders, brake pads, brake calipers,
brake disks, brake linings, brake hoses; mechanical
and hydraulic controllers and regulators not included in other classes; regulated and unregulated
electromechanical and electrohydraulic steering
systems and their components; hydraulic power
steering, steering columns, steering gear; electrical,
electronic and mechanical actuators, drive shafts
and electric motors (except for aerospace vehicles);
safety equipment for motor vehicles as far as included in this class; airbags, belt tensioners and
their parts and accessories as far as included in this
class; shaft couplings and transmission mechanism,
including shift clutches for land vehicles; active and
passive, regulated and unregulated dampers and
springs for vehicles, wheels and their parts, particularly air pressure springs and gas springs; air supply
units for air spring systems; shock absorbers and
suspension struts for vehicles; shock absorber
springs for vehicles, suspension springs for vehicles; vibration dampers and torsional vibration
dampers (except as components of land vehicle engines) for vehicles; vehicle engines, steering apparatus; vehicle cabins and driver seats; hydromounts
as vehicle components as far as included in this
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class; axles and axle modules, axle boots, diaphragms, drive belts, transmission belts not included in other classes; cooling, heating, brake,
fuel, charge air, oil, hydraulic hoses being parts of
and accessories for vehicles as far as included in this
class; vehicle interiors lining; airbag covers; paneling for dashboards; interior upholstery for vehicles;
motor vehicle seats; cigarette lighters for automobiles; cockpit cross beams; driver workstations,
driver cabins; ventilation nozzles, air deflector elements and air lines; window and headlight cleaning
systems for motor vehicles as well as the associated
containers, nozzles, hoses, hose couplings, pumps,
heaters and valves; windshield and headlight cleaning systems; window lift and window positioning
systems for vehicles; electric/electronic drives for
convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices; rubber or plastic concertina walls for
trains and articulated buses; fuel lines; fuel tank systems for motor vehicles.

particular travelling bags, briefcases and handbags,
document holders, wallets, key pouches made of
leather.
19
Building materials [non metallic]; non-metallic
rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen;
non-metallic transportable buildings; ducts, not of
metal, for ventilating and air conditioning installations; water pipes, not of metal [components]; water
pipe valves, not made of metal or plastic.
20
Furniture including beds (furniture), shelves, cupboards, tables, desks, chairs, armchairs, sofas, headrests, upholstered furniture; mirrors, picture frames
and mattresses; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone,
ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl,
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials,
or of plastics, including steeping bags for camping
purposes, barrels, casks not of metal, packaging
containers made from plastic; flexible containers of
rubber or plastic for the storage and transport of solids, liquids, gases and fuels; containers, not of
metal, for liquid fuel; inflatable publicity objects as
far as included in this class.

16
Printed matter, printers' type, printing blocks, nontextile printing blankets, components and accessories therefor, not included in other classes; atlases,
calendars, geographic maps, publications (written);
ball pens and pencils, bookbinding articles; photographs; stationery except stationary made out of paper; adhesives for stationery or household purposes;
artists' materials; typewriters and office requisites
(except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), including textbooks, specialist books, magazines, repair and/or user instructions on automotive parts; plastic materials for
packaging as far as included in this class; forms,
printed forms, print rolls and diagram plates made
out of paper for use in tachographs.

22
Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails,
sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or
plastics); raw fibrous textile materials; hammocks,
bags (envelopes, pouches) of textile, for packaging;
car towing ropes; vehicle covers, not fitted.
24
Textiles and textile goods, elastomer-coated textile
fabrics as far as included in this class; printers' blankets of textile; fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical balloons; bed and table covers including
bed linen, towels, (textile) border edging, bed covers, table napkins of textile, mosquito nets, pennants and flags (not of paper).

17
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and
goods made from these materials and not included
in other classes; plastic goods (semi-finished products); sealing, packing and insulating materials;
flexible pipes (not made from metal); flexible pipe
connections (not made from metal): armoring for
tubes (not made from metal); rubber compensators;
line seals; sealing gaiters, sealing rings, diaphragms
(not included in other classes); natural rubber (liquid); sub-ballast mats made from rubber and rubber
substitutes for vibration and shock damping in track
construction; oil absorbent mats made of rubber and
rubber substitutes; rubber valves; soft top, door,
window, engine compartment seals; rubber or plastic upholstery materials; plastic sheeting (except for
packaging purposes), including sheeting for sealing
and insulating purposes, roof and pond liners made
our of plastic; bellows, concertina walls made from
rubber or plastic for airport passenger bridges; parts
and accessories for all aforementioned goods not included in other classes; rubber for retreading tires;
rubber solutions.
18
Goods of leather and imitations of leather, as far as
included in this class; animal skins, hides; trunks
and traveling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery including suitcases and bags as far as included in this class, in
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25
Clothing, footwear, headgear including trousers, Tshirts, polo shirts, coats, jackets, overalls, caps,
gloves (clothing), shoes, cloth for clothing purposes, ties, scarves.
28
Games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles (as far as included in this class); parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods as far as included in this class, including rollers and wheels for
roller skates, inline skates and skateboards, scale
model vehicles, in particular model cars; playing
cards, balls, plush toy animals and other plush toy
articles, kaleidoscopes; electronic games (including
video games).
35
Advertising, business management, business administration; office functions; personnel recruitment, personnel management consultancy, business
consultancy services, public relations, radio and television advertising, organization of exhibitions and
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fairs for commercial and advertising purposes, marketing, sales research, market research; retail (including online retail) services in the following areas: vehicles and vehicle accessories, tires, brakes,
rubber end plastic goods, chemical products, fuels
and propellants, machines, tools and metal goods,
building articles, electrical and electronic goods,
sound and data media, printed matter, stationery, office equipment, articles of clothing, shoes and textile goods, toys, sports equipment; wholesale services (including online wholesale services) in the
following areas: vehicles and vehicle accessories,
tires, brakes, rubber and plastic goods, chemical
products, fuels and propellants, machines, tools and
metal goods, building articles, electrical and electronic goods, sound and data media, print shop
products, stationery, office equipment, articles of
clothing, shoes and textile goods, toys, sports equipment; organizational advice on the granting of usage rights for mobility systems.

37
Building construction, installation services, car
workshop services, conversion, repair, servicing,
assembly, dismantling, maintenance, care, cleaning
and paint work for vehicles (except for aerospace
vehicles), engines (except for aerospace vehicles
engines), brakes, tires and their parts; repair of vehicles (except for aerospace vehicles) as part of vehicle breakdown assistance; retreading of tires;
maintenance, assembly, repair of evaluation instruments for diagram plates, tachographs, accident
data recorder, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic apparatus and instruments; installation,
maintenance and repair of machines and machine
components; installation, maintenance and repair of
conveyor belts and systems; installation, maintenance and repair of EDP systems.
40
Treatment of materials including the treatment
(conversion) of waste; recycling of tires; metal
treating.
41
Education; entertainment; provision of training for
third parties in the fields of electronics, electrical
engineering and in tire development and manufacturing; sporting and cultural activities including the
organization and management of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, symposiums, seminars and
workshops; organization of fairs for cultural and educational purposes, compilation of television and
radio programs, radio and television entertainment,
operation of movie theaters, organization of live
events; operation of museums, musical performances, in particular orchestra performances, organization of lotteries and other gambling activities.
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to franchise; technical advice on the granting of usage rights for mobility systems; engineering surveying for the automotive and rubber industry; technical consultation of evaluation instruments for
tachograph disks, tachographs, accident data recorder, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic
apparatus and instruments.
(300) Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany), 11.02.2013, 30 2013 016 500.4/12.
(580) Date of notification
27.03.2014
1196999
(151) Date of the registration
31.01.2014
(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
31.01.2024
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
Jinjiang Yiren Shoes Co.,Ltd.
Junken Farm Industrial Area,
Xibin Town,
Jinjiang City
Fujian Province (CN (China))
(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CN (China)
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Corporation, China
(750) Address for correspondence
Jinjiang Yiren Shoes Co.,Ltd.
Fushu Yilou,
Shi Gongshang Xingzheng Guanliju,
Citong Lu,
Quanzhou
Fujian (CN (China))

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
(550) Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

42
Scientific and technological services and the associated research and drafts; industrial experiments
and R&D services; technical project development;
design and development of computer hardware and
software; updating of software; maintenance of
computer software; technical consultancy relating

(571) Description of mark
The mark consists of the stylized wording "LOFFLER";
the mark has no significance in the relevant trade or industry or as applied to the goods listed in the application, no
geographical significance, nor any meaning in any foreign
language, and not a term of art.
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(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2013)

NCL (10-2013)
09
Binoculars, pince-nez cases (eyeglass cases), pincenez, pince-nez cases, pince-nez chains, pince-nez
cords, pince-nez frames, pince-nez chains (eyeglass
chains), pince-nez cords, (eyeglass cords), corrective glasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, spectacle glasses, spectacles (optics), cases for sunglasses, cords for sunglasses, frames for sunglasses,
chains for sunglasses, sunglasses.

25
Clothing; clothing for children; cyclists' clothing;
swimsuits; shoes; sports shoes; hosiery; hats; neckties; leather belts for clothing.
(580) Date of notification
03.04.2014
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11
Lighting apparatus.

1197025
14
(151) Date of the registration
20.11.2013

Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of
these materials or coated therewith not included in
other classes; jewelry articles, precious stones;
timepieces and chronometric instruments.

(180) Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
20.11.2023
18
(732) Name and address of the holder of the registration
The Polo/Lauren Company, L.P.
650 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022 (US (United States of America))

Attache’ cases, backpacks, beach bags, briefcases
(leather goods), walking sticks, card cases (wallets),
handbags, key cases, shoulder belts (straps) of
leather, parasols, wallets, purses, clutches, school
satchels (school bags), school satchels, saddlebags,
shopping bags, carrying cases, covers for suits,
travel bags, traveling trunks, suitcases, umbrellas,
wallets.

(812) Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
20
(842) Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State,
and, where applicable, territory within that State where the
legal entity is organized
Succursale
(740) Name and address of the representative
Spitz Legal
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Rückertstraße 1
80336 München (DE (Germany))

Furniture, mirrors, picture frames, pillows.
21
Household or kitchen utensils and containers;
combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes);
brush-making materials; glassware, porcelain and
earthenware not included in other classes.
24
Sheets, eiderdowns, bed blankets, duvet covers, pillow cases, pillow shams, bed covers, face towels
(not of paper), table napkins of textile, table mats
not of paper.
25
Clothing for men, women and children, footwear,
headgear for wear.
27
Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other
materials for covering existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile).

(531) International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
02.01.
(511) The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice
Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto

35
Retail services and online retail store services offering clothing for men, women and children, footwear, headgear for wear, accessories and household
collections.
(580) Date of notification
03.04.2014

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Vacancy Notice
Applications are invited from suitably qualified persons to fill the post of Superintendent, Clarevue Psychiatric Hospital.
Post:
Superintendent, Clarevue Psychiatric Hospital
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Grade:

A9 (Fixed)

Salary:

$ 45,168.00 per annum

Allowance:

Travelling
Risk Allowance
Housing Allowance

Specification:

Knowledgeable in Finance and Accounting
Excellent interpersonal skills
Excellent oral and written communication skills
Good working knowledge of Labour and Working relations
Must be computer literate

Qualifications:

B.Sc. Degree in Management, Health Administration or a related field.

Experience:

The individual shall possess a minimum of five (5) years of progressively more responsible experience in
Health Care Administration in public and private setting. Also, previous experience in the areas of Counselling and the addictive disorders in the public or private setting are preferred.

Responsibility:

1. The superintendent is responsible for safe custody of all stores, utensils, clothing and bedding for their
proper distribution and repair.

$4,200.00
$4,200.00
$10,800.00

per annum
per annum
per annum

2. To inspect all wards and is responsible for their cleanliness.
3. To ascertain that a journal is kept where entries of all prescriptions and directions and any vacations of
the dietary with respect to the treatment of patients.
4. Shall be knowledgeable of all offences committed by any member of staff and seek to resolve same.
5. Shall be knowledgeable of all orders issued from time to time for the guidance of subordinate staff of
the hospital.
6. Shall ensure that a register of all donation be kept for the usage of the hospital.
7. Shall be responsible for the payment of all staff emoluments and should be aware of all accounting
information.
8. Prepare and manage the department’s business plan.
9. Manage the department’s resources (human, financial and material).
10. Ensure that all accounting and staff records are properly maintained and kept current.
11. Approach all procurements
12. Manage the institute’s food service operations.
13. Liaise with the matron on the nursing day to day operations of the institute.
Interested persons may apply in writing through their respective Ministries to:
The Chief Establishment Officer
Establishment Department
Old Parham Road
St. John’s Antigua.
The deadline for receipt of applications is 7th June, 2016.

